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SUMMARY

The S.E. 600 horizontal loop electromagnetic unit 

was used over claims 203267 to 203280 inclusive in February 

and March of thisf year, j^j j \

The area was covered by lines at 400 foot intervals 

with stations every hundred feet with some check lines being 

run at two hundred foot intervals. Some 596 readings were made 

on 11.1 .mi^les of lines at 400 foot intervals as well as check 

readings on subsidiary lines.

Several interesting anomalous cones have been outlined 

that could be indicative of base metal sulphides and several con 

ductive trends were noted that correspond with known sulphides.

Recommendations are for further geophysics using an 

S.E. 600 on intermediate lines and a magnetometer over all lines, 

trenching to check anomalies that may be explored in this manner 

and a geological survey of the area.

Estimated cost of the recommendations is approximately 

56,000.00. 

EQUIPMENT USED

The S. E. 600 electromagnetic unit is a horizontal loop

system capable of measuring in-phase and out*-of-phase components. 

Coil separation of 200 feet was used.
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rENERAL

It was decided to use the horizontal loop moving 

source method of survey over the selected areas on the property 

as the topography is relatively flat, the lake covered much of 

the area and any targets should be at a relatively shallow depth. 

It was considered that this method would offer a better combinat 

ion of operational efficiency and diagnostic results.

The horizontal loop method is a compensating method, 

measuring complex field components or phase and amplitude and 

the measuring accuracy is unaffected by field ellipticity. The 

relative amplitudes of the two measured components provide a 

basis for a quantitative interpretation of the results. 

SURVEY PROCEDURE

Lines were cut and chained using the north-south 

meridian line as base line and the north line of the claims as 

the zero line on the base line.

Lines were run at 40p,Jopfr intervals and stations marked 

at every 100 feet as shown on the attached map. In addition, 

lines were marked and used from the base line west at 200S, 600S, 

1000S, 1400S, and 1800S to the west side of the lake as an add 

itional check on this portion of the survey.

All the in-phase and out-pf-phase readings on the 

400 foot interval lines were plotted on the attached map with 

the in-phase readings plotted above the line. Conductor axis, 

conductor trends and cross-overs are shown on the attached 

electromagnetic map. They are, in general, vertical projections
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the surface of the upper extremities of electrically- 

conductive bodies.

The 'norm' for the S. E. 600 used was a reading of

95 in -phase and a reading of -5 on the out-of-phase scale.

Some 5g6^ readings covering approximately J^^j

miles were surveyed covering the work on the 400 foot interval
i,-* -.r.s - ::.;';.--:';^.MW* - - "^ 1î ^-*^^^*'-^^-^i^^t^^.^^^

lines. Many other subsidiary stations and readings were made 

as check readings. 

EVALUATION OF RESULTS

Several anomalous zones were located on Bijou Point 

and the south mainland and two conductive trends were located 

in Pontoon Bay. Responses were generally of medium to low 

amplitude with the trend of the conductor axis northeapt- 

southwest, They are listed below in order of their importance.

Number one is a cross-over in the centre of Bijouvr^,.^-a: -' T ,l ,. lir ,^.,;K . l , jvi . J

Point on line 800 south. The trend was northeast and the centre 

of the zone approximately at station 900 east. No cross-over 

was found on line 1200 south and line 400 south did not extend 

far enough to the east to cover a possible continuity in this 

direction. This is a conductor of medium intensity which should 

be checked by additional geophysics on intermediate lines.

Zone number 2 is a cross-over of moderate intensity on
s*-*i'.f:TW-. *JW/ Ti?j ̂ v^w- ^^Vj"*'*-  "'"^ "- -

line 3200 south with the axis of the conductor approximately 

100 feet west of the base line (N-S meridian). Like number one, 

this zone should be checked by additional geophysics on more 

closely spaced lines.



^^ Number 3 is a sharp cross-over on the east side of 

Bijou Point at 2100 feet east on line 800 south. The conductor 

axis is north-northeast with a more pronounced conductor going 

into the lake and weakening on the land side. It would appear 

to be east dipping.

Zone 4 is on the south mainland at 2600 east on line
•*t'-?j*;t.-.i',r.---..-'.-"' -•'•-

3200 south. The trend here appeared to be northeast-southwest 

although no subsidiary lines were available to check this and 

a low amplitude trend was observed 400 feet to the south on 

line 3600 south. This cross-over was of low intensity but 

should be further checked out.

Zone 5 is a conductive trend on line 2000 south just
sic,*.*.!**'"*'"!1*'"'''*' 1 ".'1 . 1 !.---'

east of the base line. Amplitude is low but of a range which 

closely paralleled other readings over other disseminated 

sulphides located in the area. Overburden in this area is 

slight and this area could in all probability be checked by 

stripping and trenching.

A conductive trend (#9 on the attached plan) is im 

portant as it could be the continuity of the mineralized and 

highly altered zone diamond drilled on the patented claims to 

the northeast where readings are the same as these. This trend 

runs from lines 800 south to 1200 south at 2475 east and 

2800 east respective^/.

Another 'trend' was located at 2000 feet east on line 

800 south and 1500 east on line 400 south with an offset or 

break between the two.

The 'trends' as shown were not definitive cross-overs 

but rather weak responses. Diamond drilling in the area does 

show such responses to be caused by disseminated sulphides or
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sulphide stringers and they could be important. 

CONCLUSIONS

Several anomalies and conductor trends were located 

by this survey.

The anomalous zones should be checked by further 

electromagnetic surveys or trenching.

The conductive 'trends' have been proven to be im 

portant on other portions of the property where the same 

strength readings have been present where there were dis 

seminated sulphides. 

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations are for additional electromagnetic 

work to further delineate the present anomalies, a magnetometer 

survey, some stripping and trenching where the anomalous zone 

may be checked in this manner and a geological survey of the 

area to locally correlate geology. 

ESTIMATED COST

Geophysical survey of magnetometer 
and electromagnetic including 
additional line cutting

Trenching 

Geological survey 

Travel, assays, etcetra
Total

$3,000.00

500.00

1,500.00

1,000.00 

^6,000.00

;A. Hart, M.Sc.fc JP.Eng.
\ V f 1 "* " ' ,

Dated this 27th 
day of April, 1971 
Toronto, Ontario. C.W. Archibald* B.A.Se., P.Eng,

.
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. 1. Type of Survey .

2. Township or Area ...

3. Numbers of Mining Claims Traversed by Survey

. A0.3 ??A'.. 2?3.2 7 2.'. J® 3 ?2L3.*.. A0.3 2 Z 5.'1.293 A7 51. A0.3 ? ?6.'.. ?9 3A7.Z t . A?? 2J-8.'..

203279, 203280 " . ,

900

203267, '20*3268, 203269, 203270,

4. Number of Miles of Line Cut ,

*5. Number of Stations Established .

*6. Make and type of Instrument Used

*7. Scale Constant or Sensitivity ..

Flown11.1

596
mmmmmmmmmmmtm^tm^^ftmmmmff^^mmmm^mtm^mi

S. B. 600 Horizontal Loop

*8. Frequency Used and Power Output
1600 C.P.S. -V

9. Summary of Assessment Credits (details on reverse l
ide) r

Total 8 hour Technical Days (Include Consultants, Drau
ghting etc.)

43
Total 8 hour Line-Cutting Days

.'." ' ..-. .,..". .

Calculation

41 x 7 - 287 43 - 330

Technical Line-cutting
JL. 14

Number 
of claims

Assvisment credits 
per claim

The dates listed on this form represent working time s
pent entirely within the limits

of the above listed claims (x] Check

If otherwise, please explain .........................
................................

Dated: Signed:

Note: (A) * Complete only'if applicable.
(B) Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse

 side.

(C) Submit separate breakdown fot each type of survey

(D) Submit in duplicate.
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